We show the local uniqueness of the Cauchy problem for the second order elliptic operators whose coefficients of the principal part are real-valued and continuous with some modulus of continuity. These coefficients are not necessarily lipschitz continuous. The proof is given by drawing the Carleman estimates with a weight attached to the modulus of continuity. §1. Introduction Holder continuous with the index strictly smaller than 1, the assertion above dose not hold in general. In this paper we introduce some class of continuous functions which contains some non-lipschitz continuous functions and show that if all the coefficients of second order terms belong to this class, the local uniqueness holds.
§1. Introduction
For the second order elliptic operator with real coefficients, the local uniqueness in the Cauchy problem holds if the coefficients of second order terms are lipschitz continuous (see L. Hormander [HI] or [H2] ). On the other hand, according to the example of A. Plis ([P] ), if the coefficients are only Holder continuous with the index strictly smaller than 1, the assertion above dose not hold in general. In this paper we introduce some class of continuous functions which contains some non-lipschitz continuous functions and show that if all the coefficients of second order terms belong to this class, the local uniqueness holds.
In order to define a class of continuous functions, we first introduce a function by which we measure the modulus of continuity. We assume that the positive and nondecreasing continuous function %(s) defined on the interval [l, + oo) satisfies the following: there exists a constant C>0 such that on Remark. We see that, by choosing large positive constants C i , C 2 and C 3 , the functions log(C 1 5 r ) and log(C 2 ,s')log(log(C 3l s') satisfy (M.I), (M.2) and (M.3). Using the positive and nondecreasing continuous function %(r) that satisfies (M.I), (M.2) and (M.3), we define a function space C*. Let O be an open set in R d+l . We denote by C X (Q) the space of all continuous/^) on O satisfying that for any compact set K in O, there exist two constants £6(0,1] and C>0 such that for any x,yeK satisfying I*-y\<e,
\f(x)-f(y)\<C\x-y\ X \
Let O be an open set in R d+1 . We consider an elliptic operator
where D x =\-^ and the coefficients satisfy the following; The coefficients a jk (x) of second order terms are real-valued and belong to C*(Q). Furthermore, for any compact set K of O, there exists a positive constant C K (t,x) and a^k(t,x) are real-valued and belong to (3) a 0 (t,x) , afax) for j= l, --,d and c(t,x) Lerner ([C-L]) studied the Cauchy problem for second order strictly hyperbolic operators with log-lipschitz continuous coefficients, that is to say belonging to C x with x(r) = log(2r).
In the following sections, we use the notation of the multi-index a which is a J-tuple of non-negative integers (a l5 • • -,a d ). We set |a| = % where /(£) is the Fourier transform of f(x\ that is to say
Furthermore we denote by C or suffixed C^ some positive constant which may be different line by line. §2. Preliminaries
In this section, we define the regularization of functions in C* and show its properties.
Let a nonnegative and nonincreasing function *F(y)eC°°(J?) satisfy
We define a sequence of functions {^/(j)} in the following way:
Then we see that, fory > 1, the support of i//j(y) is contained in {y \ 2 j~ 1 < y < 2 j+i } and that as where the constant C may depend on n.
Therefore from now on we assume that the function %(s) is a positive and nondecreasing smooth function enjoying the properties (M.I), (M.2), (M.3) and (M.4).
Next we define the regularization
by using the functions above \l/j(y) and a nonnegative function satisfying
We define 3(t 9 x 9 Q by y( Pj (t-s\p j (x-y))a( S ,y}dsdy.
= 0 jRd+i
Then we see the following: 
A(t^ ^) = (S(t 9 x 9 Q -a(t 9
Then we see from (2.3), (2.4) and (M.4)
On the other hand we obtain from (M.4), for any jS, _i we see that <!>(<;;) = <£> or <£(<!;) = «O#K£») 2 and <p(£) = KOxKO)) 2 are weights in a sense of R. Beals and C. Fefferman ( [B-F] or see R. Beals [B] or H. Kumano-go [K, Ch. 7] ) and then we can apply the results on the calculus of pseudodifferential operators given by R. Beals and C. Fefferman ([B-F] , see also R. Beals [B] and H. Kumano-go [K. Ch. 7] for the calculus of the operators associated to 5™ + or Sj f *.) Especially the pseudodifferential operators whose symbols are in 5°^ or 5j, # are L 2 -bounded operators that are strongly continuous with respect to the parameter t. Next we remark that, since the estimate (M.3) implies #«O)^CK£) 2 #«O) 2 j the symbol d (t,x 9^) defined in Section 2 belongs to S?,*. Now we define the weight function 0(j) with which we draw the Carleman estimate.
Since %(s) is continuous and positive, the function r(s) on [l, + oo) defined by r( s )= f-ds J i S X( S ) is strictly increasing and (M.2) means r(«s)-» 4-oo as j-* +00. Hence r(s) has the C 1 inverse function s(r) defined on [0,+ 00). And we define $(r) by
By the definition we see that
Since %(s) is nondecreasing and 0'(0)=1, we see that 
. For real-valued symbols p(t,x£) and q(t,x,£,) in satisfying
(3.3) \q(t,(3.
is independent of n and, of course, of v(t,x).
Proof. In this proof any positive constant C is assumed to be independent of n. Since p(t 9 x 9 £) and q(t,x,^) are real-valued symbols in S/^, p a (t,x,D x 
)= 1 £p(t,x,D x )-p*(t,x,D x ))
and q a (t,x,D x ) = -(q(t,x,D x )-q*(t,x,D x )), are pseudodiiferential operators whose symbols p a (t,x,£) 
we define the operator L by (3.9)
Lv(t,x) = (-+ ip s (t,x,D x ) + q s (t 9 x,D x ))v(t 9 x).
ot We set (3.10) w(r, x) = e^( n(2t°-^v (t,x) .
Then, since + 2<R(( + ip s (t,x,D x )) W (t,x), (<t>'(n(2t 0 -0) + q s (t,x,D x ))w(t, X )). ot
Since (p s (t,x,D x ))*=p s (t,x,D x ) and (q£t,x,D x ))*=qJ (t,x,D x ) , the third term of the right hand side is equal to
-((4>'(n(2t 0 -0) + q s (t,x,D x ))w(t,x), w(t,x)) ot + ((H0"(«(2f 0 -0) -^s(t,x,D x ))w(t,x), w(t,x)} ot + i([q s (t,x, D x ),p s (t,x,D x )-]w(t,x), w(t,x)).
From the (3.4), (3.5), (3.6) and (3.8) we see that -q s (t,x,D x ) and which imply that sy , x ,x), w(t,x))\ + \(lqJit 9 x 9 D^pJit 9 x 9 DJ]w(t 9 x) 9 w(t,x))\ ct Therefore we have, since w(t,x) vanishes at t=Q and t -t 0 ,
Thus in order to finish the proof of Proposition 3.1 we have only to show the following estimate: for re[0,r 0 ] (3.12) (Vw (t,xlw(t,x) )>(C,n^-*ŵ
Indeed it follows from (3.11) and (3.12) that o from which, noting (3.7) and
D t +p(t,x,D x ) -iq(t,x 9 D x ) = -{L + ip a (t^D x ) + q a (t,x,D x )}, i
we obtain the assertion of Proposition 3.1 for some n 0 . Set
oting (3.7), (3.8) and
*,*), w(t,x)) = \\(^/n(t>"(n(2t 0 -t))-i((t>'(n(2t Q -
we see that (3.12) is equivalent to (3.13) liea*,AcM^)ll>(CÎ n order to obtain the estimate (3.13), first we show that for (3.14)
\Q(t,x 9 Q\
and that, setting Therefore, by choosing a larger n 0 if necessary, we obtain from (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11) (4.12) wMlll^kf or n>n 0 . Since $ n (t) is decreasing and /(£,*) = () for t<^t 0 , we get from (4.12)
.7=1,2 <Ce2Mi.o)| \\f(t,X)\\*dt.
Therefore for n>n 0 (4.13)
J=l,2j0
Since <fr n (t) is decreasing, 0 M (i^0)~0«(i^o) ^s negative. Then, since 5<1, as rc-» +00, the right hand side of (4.13) tends to zero. Hence the left hand side of (4.13) is equal to zero. Thus we see that u 1 (r,x) = 0 and v 2 (t,x) = Q for t 0 . Hence, from u(t,x)=^io (t,x,D^(v l (t,x) -v 2 (t,x)\ we get u(t,x) = Q for t 0 . The proof of Theorem 1.2 is completed.
Remark. By the definiton of $ n (t), we see that 1 1 " 3 ° " 2 °S ince f 0 >0 an d (^/( r ) = ' s ( r )" >> +°° as r-» -h oo, we see that the right hand side tends to +00 as n -* + oo.
